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About The University

Madurai Kamaraj University is a state university located in Madurai. It was established in 1996 and has about 20 schools and 77 Departments. The Present Manonmaniam Sundaranar University, Alagappa University and Mother Theresa University are the off-shoots of Madurai Kamaraj University. As on date, it covers four revenue districts of Madurai, Virudunagar, Dindugal and Theni for its regular academic programme. It has 24 autonomous colleges, 14 aided colleges, 33 self-financing colleges, 18 approved institutions, 4 evening colleges, 6 constituent colleges and one University College catering to the higher education needs of large number of students from rural and urban areas. The university was graded with A+ grade and one among the nineteen universities with potential for excellence.

About School of Information Technology

The School of Information Technology comprises of Department of Computer Applications, Department of Computer Science and Department of Library and Information Science. The school has its strength of 14 faculty members and is offering five National level courses, which are very competitive and are rated at a very high level. The school also has a national level research facility. The major research fields of faculties are data mining, big data, Image processing, soft computing, Network security and Software Engineering. The school has an excellent reputation in the industry which moved to collaboration with the IBM.

International Conference RTICS 2019

The Conference gives an exposure on changing trends in Computer science and Information Technology and useful to update the knowledge in different dimensions of the IT. The conference focuses on the research challenges and area for research scholars and academicians in their carrier. A vast coverage of diversified field of research area is expected to be explored by eminent and emerging research group.

Call for Papers

Papers are invited in the following areas but not restricted to:

- Data Mining
- Big Data
- Software Engineering
- Software Testing
- Cloud Computing
- Network Security
- Mobile Computing
- Image Processing and Computer Vision
- Pattern Recognition
- Speech Recognition
- Simulation and Modeling
- Digital Signal Processing
- Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity
- Artificial Neural Network
- Genetic Algorithm
- Distributed Computing
- Fuzzy Logic and Applications
- Cryptography
- Human-Computer Interaction
- Digital Libraries and Institutional repositories
- Tools and Techniques for E-resources
- Using open sources Software (OSS)
- ICT in Library and Information Services

KEY DATES

- Submission of abstract with full paper : 31st Jan, 2019
- Notification of Acceptance : 7th Feb, 2019
- Submission of final copy With modification : 13th Feb, 2019
- Conference Date: 21st & 22nd February 2019.

Guidelines

Abstract with full paper in MS-WORD as per IEEE format limited 6 pages should be submitted to The ORGANIZING SECRETARY RTICS 2019 by post or courier with a soft copy in CD or E-mail ID: (RTICS2019@gmail.com). Papers should not have been published elsewhere. Registration fee should be sent along with the paper. At least one of the authors of the paper should register for the conference. The proceedings of the conference will be given in CD.

Oral Presentation

Selected paper may be called for oral presentation about 10 min. (8 minutes for presentation and 2 minutes for discussion). Presenters are requested to hand over CD/DVD/PENDRIVE an hour before their presentation. OHP will be provided.

Registration Fees

Category A - Academicians/Research Scholars: Rs. 3000/-
Category B - Students : Rs. 1500/-

The fee covers the conference kit, Lunch and refreshment. Registration fee may be sent in the form of DD in any Nationalized Bank drawn in favor of “The Organizing Secretary RTICS 2019” payable at Madurai. The DD must be sent along with the registration form and paper. No TA & DA will be provided.

Address for Correspondence

Dr. K. Perumal
Organizing Secretary RTICS 2019,
Department of Computer Applications,
Madurai Kamaraj University,
Madurai – 625021.
Mobile: 9442752561
E-mail:RTICS2019@gmail.com,
perumal.dca@mkuniversity.org
prumalmku@gmail.com